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THE TOOLS
• The Glasgow Haskell compiler 
– state-of-the-art, open source compiler and interactive 
environment for the functional language Haskell. 
• http://www.haskell.org/haskellwiki/GHC 
• GHC interactive Environment  
– REPL environment  in which Haskell expressions can 
be interactively evaluated and programs can be 
interpreted.  
• http://www.haskell.org/ghc/docs/latest/html/
users_guide  
• For managing large programs/projects: EclipseFP  
– plug-in for Eclipse IDE 
• http://eclipsefp.github.io/
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GHCI REPL
• GHCi read-eval-print loop 
– asking for the evaluation of expressions 
– loading scripts containing function definitions 
– "preludes" / libraries = special scripts that can be loaded when 
the environment is launched. 
• “The Prelude”: a standard module imported by default into all Haskell 
modules.  
– defining basic data types and related operations 
• tuples, numbers, lists, String 
• basic I/O 
– more info at http://www.haskell.org/onlinereport/. 
• Main commands 
– http://www.haskell.org/ghc/docs/7.4.2/html/users_guide/ghci-
commands.html
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MAIN COMMANDS
• :load <script> 
– to load a script 
• :reload 
– to reload the last script 
• :type <exp> 
– to show the type of the specified expression 
• :info <name> 
– to give information about the thing called <name> 
• :edit <script> 
– to edit the script with default editor (to be set) 
• :find <name> 
– to open the editor on the file containing <name> 
• :? 
– to give a list of the available commands 
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HASKELL SCRIPTS
• Haskell programs are called scripts 
– stored in *.hs, *.lhs files 
• A scripts contains a series of definitions and comments  
– definitions 
• the layout of the program is used to state where one definition 
ends and the next begs  
– comments 
• one-line comments are prefixed by --	
• multiple-lines comments: {- … -}!
• Haskel libraries/modules 
– scripts containing the definition of modules 
• to be imported by other scripts 
– built-in: the Standard Prelude  
• Prelude.hs
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HASKELL LAYOUT
• Specific schema to write the definitions 
– based on indentation 
• A definition is ended by the first piece of text which lies at the same 
indentation or to the left of the start of the definition 
– rule called offside rule 
• Example: 
 
    aDef x = x * x  
    aNewDef x y = x +  
           aDef y  
    aFurtherDef k = ….	
• Layout errors: 
 
    funny =  x +  
    1  
• Explicit separators  
– “;” can be used to put multiple definitions on the same line
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RECOMMENDED LAYOUT
• Function definition: 
 
fun v1 v2 … vn  
  | g1         = e1  
  | g2         = e2  
  …  
  | otherwise  = er  (or | gr = er)  
• In case of long guards / expressions 
 
fun v1 v2 … vn  
  | a long guard which may  
    go over a number of lines  
       = a very long expression which goes  
         over a number of lines  
  | g2         = e2  
  …  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LAYOUT AND WHERE CLAUSES
• In the definitions with where clauses, the layout is significant 
– the offside rule is used to determine the end of each definition in 
where	
• Recommended layout 
 
f p1 p2 … pk  
  | g1              = e1  
  …  
  | otherwise   = er  
    where  
    v1 a1 … an = r1  
    v2 = r2  
    … 
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USEFUL THINGS TO KNOW
• Names 
– Name used in definition of values must begin with a small letter 
• e.g. variables, type variables 
– Capital names are used to begin type names, constructors, 
module names, class names 
• e.g. Int, True  
• Function application binds more tightly than any other operator 
– so, for instance, the expression: 
f n + 1  
in interpreted as (f n) + 1 
– if in doubt, the suggestion is to parenthesize each argument to a 
function application: 
f (n + 1)
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